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How to Survive
and Thrive in the

Virtual Sales World

Virtual Selling:



Sellers and buyers alike are coming to terms 
with the fact that changes brought on by the 
COVID-19 pandemic are not just “for now”— 
they are part of a lasting shift, a “new normal.”

If you’ve been selling remotely all along, 
you may be thinking, “I’ve got this!” But here’s 
the thing: buyers’ expectations and environ-
ment have changed — even if yours haven’t. 
Whether you are experienced at, or new to 
virtual selling, you need to meet buyers where 
they are.

Things look different today. In recent 
research, McKinsey1 reports that two-thirds 
of buyers prefer remote interactions with 
suppliers. Additionally, 83 percent of B2B 
leaders believe a mix of selling across channels 
— in-person, remote and digital self-serve — 
is a more successful way to develop business 
compared to in-person. 

Challenges in virtual sales
Most sellers experience difficulties with 

virtual sales. Of the 18 virtual selling challenges2 
studied by the RAIN Group Center for Sales 
Research, 62 to 91 percent of sellers rated each 
as very or somewhat challenging.

Buyers agree — they report sellers are 
making mistakes handling technology, com-
munications, preparation and more:

Take the lead and thrive
The question is: how do you successfully 

adapt to the changed conditions and meet the 
challenges of today’s environment? 

You need to take the lead in four key areas: 
1. Meetings
2. Case making
3. Relationships
4. Self
Too often, sellers are reactive in their

sales efforts: from generating leads, to 
leading conversations, to developing 
relationships, to running the sales process, 
to growing accounts. 

When selling in person, there is a very 
different rhythm to interactions. You can 
let things happen naturally and unfold over 
time. (Though even in person, it is better for 
the seller to take the lead.) 

In virtual selling, you can’t wait for 
things to happen, it is essential for you to be 
proactive and take the lead.

Here’s how. 

Take the lead in meetings
Be aware of the common problems that 

sabotage virtual sales meetings, so you can 
portray yourself more professionally to buyers. 

• Preparation and Purpose - This is a
basic piece of advice—but every meeting
should have an agenda. If you control the
agenda, you influence the outcome.

• Environment - Review the setting
where you hold virtual meetings. Your
background should be free of clutter.
At the same time, you should dress in
professional attire, have the right lighting
and appropriate audio quality.

The call-and-response of “hello?” and “can 

you hear me?” is likely painfully familiar by 
now. Poor audio or video quality distracts 
from a virtual meeting. It is worth investing 
in better equipment — an HD webcam and 
external microphone are a good start. Test all 
equipment prior to a meeting. 

Make sure you are properly framed in the 
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Figure 1. Top Virtual Selling Mistakes According to Buyers 
Experienced at least sometimes by buyers

By Andy Springer 
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(continued from previous page)  

video. Keep your head roughly 10 to 15 percent 
from the top of the screen. Pay attention to 
lighting. Sit in front of a window so your face is 
naturally lit or invest in an inexpensive ring light. 
Check in advance to avoid glare or shadows.

It can be tempting to do away with 
professional attire or attitude when you’re 
working from the comfort of your own home. 
But your clothing, posture, and expression can 
subconsciously affect a buyer’s perception of you.

Use the virtual selling checklist3 to project a 
professional image and environment. 

• Listening and Presence - In virtual meetings 
it may be tempting to check your phone 
or email, glance at your second screen, or 
multi-task. Avoid doing these things. Stay in 
the visual and keep your eyes on the camera. 

Use facial expressions. Don’t overdo facial 
expressions as that can be distracting, but also 
don’t sit like a statue as that comes across as being 
disengaged. Most sellers are too understated and 
should project more in their virtual meetings. 

Finally, demonstrate active listening by taking 
notes on the screen and screen sharing, or by 
summarizing what the buyer is saying. 

Take the lead in case making
Selling is about change. You need to get 

buyers from where they are now to their desired 
future state and see you as the best person to help 
them get there. 

You must make a series of cases4 to drive this 
change. While the cases are the same ones you 
need to make when selling in person, how you 
make these cases virtually is very different. 

For example, leverage technology to make 
the ROI case. Before the meeting, use email or a 
survey to gather data to calculate ROI. During 
the meeting, use screen sharing, whiteboarding, 
and annotating to collaborate with the buyer and 
build out the case together. 

When you master virtual collaboration, you’re 
more influential and you can make the case for 
change much more strongly. Again, it is up to 
you to take the lead to learn these technolo-
gies and use them appropriately to guide buyers 
through the process.

Take the lead in relationships
You don’t get a second chance to make a 

first impression. This is especially important 
in a virtual environment where building 
immediate rapport is vital — and challenging. 

The psychology of rapport is simple — if 
somebody likes you, they are more likely to 
talk to you, share with you, and buy from you. 

Use the four principles of rapport5, EASE, to 
build a better relationship with your buyers.

• Empathy - People want to talk about them-
selves. Get them talking and demonstrate 
you’re listening to build empathy.

• Authenticity - If you’re talking to 
somebody who feels like you’re faking it, 
they’re less likely to trust you. Be friendly, 
but also be yourself.

• Similarity - Find common ground with 
whoever you’re talking to, even if it isn’t 
directly related to the meeting. Discovering 
a connection can instantly make another 
person more amicable toward you.

• (shared) Experience - Collaborate and 
actively engage with others during 
meetings, this creates a memorable and 
positive experience. The more shared 
experiences you have with buyers the 
greater the rapport you’ll build. 

Take the lead in self
Working from home and selling virtually 

opens the door to distractions and disruptions. 
It is important that you proactively manage 
your time, environment, and goals.

You can start each day off on the right track 
with a consistent morning routine. 

Try RAIN Group’s Extreme Productivity 
five-step morning ritual so you get off to the 
best possible start:

1. Read your short-term objectives and 
actions daily. Have these in a written action 
plan that includes what you want to do 
this quarter, month, and week. This keeps 
you grounded and focused on what’s most 
important. 

2. Ask, “How’s my mindset?” If it’s not 
good, you won’t be productive. If you’re in a 
bad mood but catch yourself early in the day, 
simply recognizing that is often all you need 
to shake off negative energy and have a more 
productive day. 

3. Ask “Will I?” for critical tasks. You know 
what you need to do—it’s on your action plan 
for this week. Yet sometimes people don’t do 
what they tell themselves to do. But if you ask 
yourself if you will do it, there’s a significantly 
higher chance you will.

4. Ask, “How will I be better than yester-
day?” The most productive people not only seek 
to accomplish their daily tasks, but they also 
seek to improve. Focus on areas that may not 
have gone as well as they could have the day 
before and put plans in place to improve.

5. Start with your greatest impact activity6 



(GIA). Identify one greatest impact activity 
for every day and focus on it first so you can 
devote as much of your energy as possible to it.

Follow these suggestions to take the lead 
and you’ll be more likely to survive and thrive 
in the new normal of virtual selling. n

References
1  https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/
marketing-and-sales/our-insights/omnichannel-
in-b2b-sales-the-new-normal-in-a-year-that-has-
been-anything-but
2  https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/ 
virtual-selling
3  https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/virtual-
selling-checklist
4  https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/the-5-
cases-salespeople-must-make-to-drive-change-and-
win-sales
5  https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/how-do-
you-build-rapport-with-customers
6  https://www.rainsalestraining.com/blog/stop-
procrastinating-3-ways-to-get-started-on-your-
greatest-impact-activity

Sell the way you want, now with interactive analytics.
Schedule a time to learn how at empoweringsystems.com

Customer Relationship Management 
F O R  M A N U F A C T U R E R S  A N D  R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S

30 Turnpike Road  Southborough, MA 01772       P 888.297.2750      www.empoweringsystems.com

SELL from your in-box. 
SELL from your phone. 
SELL o�-line. 
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With more than 800 attendees, 112 sponsors 
and 57 exhibitors, the 2021 ERA Virtual Confer-
ence was a record-breaking event.

The three-day conference brought together 
electronics reps, manufacturers and distributors 
who connected virtually to learn from industry 
experts and thought leaders. 

Despite the virtual format, the 2021 conference 
delivered informative educational topics and a 
variety of networking opportunities. 

Thanks to the generous support of our 
sponsors, conference attendees had a chance to 
experience a dynamic virtual exhibit hall where 
57 organizations comprising reps, manufacturers, 
distributors and service providers showcased their 
products, capabilities and expertise. 

Robust Archive
New this year, all educational sessions were 

recorded and available to be viewed on-demand on 
the virtual conference platform at eraconference.
era.org.

Registered conference attendees will have access 
to all educational sessions through March 2022, so 
don't miss the opportunity to revisit some of these 
informative sessions. 

Awards
Several awards were presented during the 

conference. ERA posthumously honored Paul 
Andrews, TTI CEO, with ERA’s Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award for his tremendous contributions to 
the industry. Andrews, who passed unexpectedly 

on Feb. 27, had been notified of the ERA’s intent 
to present the organization’s Lifetime Achievement 
Award during the annual virtual event. Andrews 
had pre-recorded his acceptance speech which was 
shared during the conference. 

Craig Sanderson of Sager Electronics and ERA 
Sr. Vice President / Distribution was the recipient of 
the Second Annual Tobin Bridge Award. The award 
was presented by Dave Norris of Norris & Associ-
ates and now former ERA Chairman of the Board.

Bob Evans, CPMR, of EK Micro, and ERA 
Chapter Leadership Council, announced the 
Chapters of the Year award recipients during 
the virtual event. This year’s award recipients are 
Carolinas ERA Chapter (Education category); 
Chicagoland-Wisconsin ERA Chapter (Mem-
bership category); and Arizona ERA Chapter 
(Networking category).

Thank you, volunteers
ERA thanks Craig Anderson, CPMR, of Sumer 

Inc. and Bryan White, CPMR, Catalyst Unity 
Solutions for leading the 2021 ERA Conference 
Committee and helping the ERA team deliver 
ERA’s very first virtual conference. Their hard 
work and dedication, along with the help of the 
50+ conference committee volunteers helped make 
this event a success.

Save the date!
The ERA team looks forward to seeing you  

in-person at the 2022 ERA Conference, sched-
uled Feb. 27 – March 1 in Austin, Texas.

2021 ERA Virtual Conference Recap

By Neda Simeonova
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The “GO-TO Law Firm” 
for Sales Reps Nationwide

NationalSalesRepLawyers.com

With Over 70 Years Experience Protecting Independent Sales Reps

(Formerly Schoenberg Finkel Newman & Rosenberg, LLC (SFNR))

Interested in succession planning or buying, selling or merging a rep �rm?
We handle dozens of such transactions annually and are experienced in rep 
�rm economics.

✔

Need a rep, sub-rep or employment contract drafted or reviewed?
We have decades of experience preparing rep contracts.

✔

Terminated after landing the big customer?
We know how to obtain payment and to seek attorneys’ fees and statutory
damages in many cases.

✔

✔

Is a principal refusing to pay  (or underpaying) commissions due?
We have recovered millions in commissions for reps.

300 S. Wacker Drive |Suite 1500 Chicago IL 60606|

COMPLIMENTARY
20-Minute

Initial Consultation
with NO obligation.
Just mention ERA.

FORWARD THINKING

STRATEGIC COUNSEL

312.648.2300

           ADAM GLAZER                                                                   GERALD NEWMAN
adam.glazer@sfbbg.com                               gerald.newman@sfbbg.com
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If you missed the chance to 
attend ERA’s very first virtual 
conference, we have some 
great news — you still can!

Post-Conference registration 
is now open and will provide 
full access to all educational 
session video recordings and 
virtual exhibitor booth con-
tent for the next 12 months.

Visit era.org/era-events/ 
era-conference/ for details.

POST-CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION

CONFERENCE TAKEAWAYS

https://era.org/era-events/era-conference/
https://www.sfbbg.com/independent-sales-representatives/
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HHP Associates Inc.
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Contact: Barbara Valentine
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Contact: Rick Tally, CPMR
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321-723-4414

Precision Marketing Services
Contact: David Penna

david.penna@precision-marketing.com
954-752-1700

South Atlantic Component Sales
Contact: Keith Bonucchi, CPMR

kbonucchi@sacs-rep.com
813-855-6542

Southeastern Sales RF
Contact: Glenn Oliver

goliver@sesrf.com
321-591-0349

Sun Rep
Contact: Brian Gunnin
bgunnin@sunrep.com

813-884-4805

Sunland Associates
Contact: Rick Callinan, CPMR
rickcallinan@sunlandrep.com

407-365-9533

APM Naltron
Contact: Jeff Boos

jeff.boos@apmnaltron.com
321-303-5397

Brandel-Stephens & Co. Inc.
Contact: Ted Toomey

ttoomey@brandel-stephens.com
561-998-2790

CBC Electronics Inc.
Contact: William Keikes
bill@cbcelectronics.net

352-735-2242

Conley & Associates
Contact: Lisa Dietrich

ldietrich@conleyrep.com
407-365-3283

Current Solutions
Contact: Al Johnson, Jr., CPMR, CSP

aljr@currentsolutions.com
813-996-1922

The Florida-Sunshine ERA Chapter promotes and advances the growth and  
professionalism of our members through education, networking, peer discussion groups 

and service to our customers and community.

For details on Florida-Sunshine ERA, go to
erasunshine.org

The most productive and high-performance  
industry professionals belong to 
Florida-Sunshine ERA 

know YOUR markets and YOUR customers!

OFFICERS
Pat Bamberg – Chairman – pbamberg@hhpai.com

Greg Warren – President – gwarren@brandel-stephens.com 
Lisa Dietrich – Vice President/Fiscal & Legal – ldietrich@conleyrep.com

Seth Brock – Vice President/Education & Membership – seth@cbcelectronics.net
Shane Recicar – Secretary – shane@cbcelectronics.net

Rick Tally – National Delegate – rtally@phoenixcomponents.com

https://www.erasunshine.org/


Tell us a little bit about yourself.
I graduated from the University of 

Cincinnati with a degree in marketing. After 
getting married, my wife and I moved to 
Cleveland for six years where two of our three 
children were born. We have been back in 
Cincinnati since 2001 where we have raised our 
children, the youngest of which will be entering 
college this fall.

What are some things you enjoy outside 
of the workplace?

I have always been involved in activities 
outdoors and I have many hobbies. Hunting, fly 
fishing, maple syrup making, swimming/biking/
running, gardening, being on someone else’s boat. 
Most of all, I love being around my kids, but I 
feel like that’s a one-way street.

How long have you been an ERA member 
and how long in the rep business?

As an organization, we have been an ERA 
member for several decades. Thanks to the hard 
work of the people running the organization 
today, the value to our company and all 
of the ERA member companies is evident. 
Admittedly, our years of active engagement 
with ERA do not match the years of our 
membership. However, we are continuing 
to increase participation and plan active 
engagement with the group moving forward. 

How did you become interested in 
being a rep in the electronics industry?

In 1994, I was working in a start-up. We 
were working out of this guy’s basement, putting 
in tons of computer time developing 2D and 
3D models of science-based artwork for a large 
publishing company in New York. We weren’t 
making any money, and I wanted to get married. I 
remember getting back from work one day as my 
father was in the midst of his worst week in the 
rep business. While it should have scared me into 
doing something else, I felt duty was calling me to 
enter the family business. I haven’t looked back.

What have you found to be most 
rewarding about the rep business?

Initially, I would have said, The Win. We 
all enjoy The Win. It feels good, it helps the 
business. But your question is “most rewarding.” 
So, I have two answers. First, I think it is helping 
my salespeople gain the knowledge, tools and 
the experience to become better at their work, 
with the result being growth in their success. 
Honestly, I think any manager would say this. 
That feeling is at the kernel of what rewarding 
means to me. The second would be helping my 
customers succeed by getting what they want, 
most competitively, on time and knowing that 
I made that happen. Unfortunately, I have been 
known to do this in the complete and absolute 
absence of compensation which, while dumb, is 

nevertheless rewarding in a “not rewarded” kind 
of way. (Is this being recorded?) This sentiment 
is actually captured in our JF Kilfoil Company 
“Why” message: We are passionate advocates for 
improving our customers’ competitive advantage. 
Perhaps we should have said something in there 
about getting paid.

Briefly describe your rep firm.
JF Kilfoil Company is a third-generation 

manufacturers’ representative with offices in 
Cincinnati; Detroit; Grand Rapids, Michigan; 
Cleveland; Indianapolis; and Pittsburgh. We 
consider ourselves a component representative, 
though we have always been very active in 
printed circuit board products, as well as 
custom-mechanical and electro-mechanical 
products. We have resources dedicated to 
our distribution channel partners and always 
consider them in our process development and 
product acquisition strategies.  

What recent innovations, best practices 
and/or changes has your firm made?

We have recently completed implementation 
of Dynamics as our CRM tool; we have 
installed EOS as our methodology for running 
the day-to-day operations of the business; we 
have embarked on a marketing strategy which 
will provide a larger digital presence than the 
moves we have made in the past; we have 
recently adopted a strategy for the addition 
of engineering resources and other service 
offerings which we intend to add as a part 
of the business; and we have adopted several 
assessment tools for new hires which have 
helped us put together a great team of great 
people. In addition, we have a few things we are 
working on which we believe may be tools that 
will be helpful to us in the future. These need 
more development, but we are always trying to 
maintain a position among the newest entrants 
to the design engineering community. Last, 
we have tried to become the standard bearer in 
transparency to our team. We recognize that 
change, while constant and good, can be the 
source of friction, discontent and doubt. In our 
desire to put new tools and processes in place, 
this has resulted in necessary changes. Change 
management is personality management, and 
we have worked hard to involve our team in 
the 1-, 3-, 5- and 10-year plans so there are no 
questions regarding the direction we intend to 
go and how we intend to get there. 

What have you learned and/or what 
contacts have you made through ERA 
that have had the greatest positive 
impacts on you and/or your business?

I sincerely enjoy getting to know the other 
representative companies across the country, 

SOMEONE  YOU  SHOULD  KNOW

Tim Kilfoil 
President
JF Kilfoil Company
 With so many ERA members, it 
is not easy to get to know every rep, 
manufacturer and distributor in the 
business.“Someone You Should Know” is 
The Representor department that gives 
readers the chance to learn about fellow 
ERA members, including how their time 
is spent both in and out of the office.
 Meet Tim Kilfoil, president of JF 
Kilfoil Company, a third-generation 
manufacturers’ representative agency 
based in Cincinnati.
 The Representor asked Tim a few 
questions about his time in the electronics 
rep business and his experiences with 
ERA. Here is what he had to say.
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WELCOME, NEW MEMBERS!

These companies joined ERA since January 2021  
(The ERA chapter of each rep firm is listed in italics after the company name.)

REPRESENTATIVES
Atria Technologies Ltd.

(International)
Tom Davidson

tom@atria-technologies.com

Dali Technical Sales
(Northern California)

David Barrios
daveb@dalitech.com

Fastech Mexico SA de CV
(Mexico)

Juan Manuel Cardena
juan@fastech.com.mx

Nextek, Incorporated
(Pacific Northwest)

Mark Reschke
mark@ntekinc.com

Pipe-Thompson Technologies Inc.
(Canada)

James Pipe
jamespipe1@pttinc.on.ca

Power10 Sales
(Northern California)

Ally Bocchieri
ally@powertensales.com

Reptronics Ltd.
(United Kingdom)

Steve Trammer
sales@reptronicsuk.co.uk

SD Technology Group Inc
(Northern California)

Samuel Dahan
samuel@sdtginc.com

MANUFACTURERS
Ascentron Inc.

David Hollingsworth
ascentron.com

Bel Fuse Inc.
Mary Benetti-Condon

belfuse.com

Enapros India
Rahul Bajaj

enaprosresistors.com

Linear Integrated Systems Inc.
Timothy McCune
linearsystems.com

PREMIUM
Alex Avila

premiumpsu.com

ScioSense B.V.
Herb Holmstedt

sciosense.com

United Chemi-Con
Derrick Fitzpatrick

chemi-con.com

DISTRIBUTORS
Agility EMS

David Mancuso
agilityems.com

ERA Member Service Action Lines

Avis Car Rental .........................................................era.org
(Click the link on the Member Services page.) 

Budde Marketing ..........................................708-301-2111
buddemarketing.com

Empowering Systems ....................................888-297-2750
empoweringsystems.com

ERA Customized Survey Service ..............................era.org
(Click the link on the Member Services page.)

ERA Teleforum Audio Library .................................era.org
Hertz Car Rental .......................................................era.org

(Click the link on the Member Services page.) 
JJM Search....................................................402-721-6590

jjmsearch.com
LECTRIX.....................................................lectrixgroup.com
MRERF (CPMR/CSP programs) .........................mrerf.org
Repfabric ............................................. 844-737-7253, x225 
RPMS software. ............................................800-776-7435 

rpms.com
Spyre Group.......................spyregroup.com/reps/index.htm
UPS shipping ............................................................era.org  

(Click the link on the Member Services page.)

Consultants Available for Expert Access
Accounting & Taxes: Stan Herzog .............. .847-975-0409
Executive Searches: Carla Mahrt ................ .402-721-6590
Insurance: John Doyle ................................ .888-243-0174
Legal: Gerald Newman ............................... .312-648-2300
Rep & Mfr. Services: Bryan Shirley, CPMR.... 267-620-6000
Rep Network Mgmt.: Cesare Giammarco....401-595-7331
Sales/Business Strategy: Craig Conrad........... 817-917-8268
Sales/Marketing Strategy: Steve Cholas.......... 949-413-1732
Sales Consulting/Coaching: John Simari ... .....214-325-4117

Other ERA Services & Publications
(Call 312-419-1432 or go to era.org.)

• Locator Online Directory of Manufacturers’ Reps

• Lines Available Service

• Guidelines for: Becoming a Successful Rep; Establishing and  

 Benefiting from Rep Councils; Agreements between Sales Reps  

 and Manufacturers; Agreements between Stocking Reps and  

 Manufacturers; Agreements between Reps and Sub-Reps;  

 Agreements between a Rep Firm and Its Sales-people;  

 Evaluating a Prospective Principal; Evaluating a Prospective  

 Rep; Developing New Markets with Professional Field Sales Reps

• Line Portfolio Evaluation

• Outsourcing Field Sales (Fortune Magazine Reprint)

• The Value of Outsourced Field Sales (EBN Reprint) 

• Selling Through Manufacturers’ Representatives

• Recommended Technical Standards for Distribution  

 Point-of-Sale Reporting

• FAQs Manufacturers Ask About Representatives

• Split Influence Recommendations for the Electronics Industry 

• State Rep Commission Protection Acts 

• ERA Logos

ERA Meetings & Programs
• ERA Mid-Year Board Meeting (Virtual) - Oct. 28, 2021

• 2022 ERA Conference - Feb. 27 – March 1, 2022

12   Spring 2021  |  The Representor
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https://era.org/member-services/
https://era.org/expert-access/
http://www.ascentron.com/
https://belfuse.com/
https://www.enaprosresistors.com/
https://linearsystems.com/
https://premiumpsu.com/
https://www.sciosense.com/
https://chemi-con.com/
https://agilityems.com/
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Warm weather is slowly coming back 
to the “frozen tundra” of the Northeast. 
(Apologies to Green Bay fans!) Many of us 
have been hunkering down since March 
2020 to avoid the pandemic all while 
learning new ways of doing things — 
ZOOM calls, networking via cell phone, 
staying ahead of email traffic, maintaining 
our health, our family, our relationships, our 
jobs, etc. Not an easy task for sure … and to 
come out of this nightmare with a sense of 
humor and our “book of business” intact if 
not a bit larger.

Today, we find ourselves in a battle of 
“injections versus infections.” Many states 
have done a relatively poor job of organizing 
and administering the vaccine inoculation 
process; trying to juggle the weekly/monthly 
allocation of dosages for the different 
vaccines versus the huge demand from the 
different categories of folks who become 
“eligible” for the vaccine per the rollout plan 
of each state. 

As you know, the last 100 yards of many 
of the “online” systems often crash due to 
overload as thousands of folks sign on eager 
to get their place in line. Some locations have 
a vaccine, but not a corresponding number 
of individuals. This scenario may still be with 
us through June 30, until all eligible age 
groups get their vaccinations.

We also have many people who are 
nervous about getting a particular vaccine 
brand or just reluctant to get any vaccine 
due to, personal, religious, or health history 
reasons. Thus, we may end up with a 
great percentage of our population NOT 
vaccinated after July 1. What impact will this 
have on each one of us as we try to navigate 
through this minefield at the end of the 
second quarter and second half of 2021?

Others simply do not trust any vaccine. 
I certainly do not want to get into any 
discussion of the politics of the whole 
vaccination topic. All of us need to respect 
and try to understand other people’s views. 
However, we need to also understand that 
our actions affect other people’s actions and 
reactions. What we choose to do or not do 
will have an impact on our personal and 

business lives for the next year or so.
We will all find ourselves as Centurions: 

Gatekeepers so to speak … being the first 
point of contact as we slowly begin to open 
back up. We will be the first point of contact 
for our industry who want to return to a bit 
of normalcy, to get back on the road, in front 
of the customer, or to what we do best — 
“Open Doors and Close Orders.”

However, here is what I predict ALL of us 
will experience over the next 90 – 180 days:

1. As a REP, the VP of Sales or Regional 
Sales Manager will want to “get back on the 
road” and visit their rep territory. Perhaps 
do a QBR, visit customers and the different 
channel partners. When you approach the 
customer, the first questions you will be 
asked are: 

• What is the SPECIFIC reason for  
the visit?

• Can we have this meeting on a ZOOM 
call versus in-person?

• Have YOU and the person you are 
bringing in been vaccinated? If so, what 
proof can you show me so I can see if I 
can allow you access to my company?

2. If your principal insists on coming in 
AND he/she has not been vaccinated, do 
YOU want to pick him/her up at the airport 
and spend two to three days in a car with this 
person?

• What if YOU are not vaccinated but the 
principal is? Will he/she want to spend 
time in a car with YOU?

• If/when your customer says NO to an 
in-person visit, what sort of jeopardy 
does this put you in with your principal?

• If you or your principal have been 
vaccinated but do not want to have to 
show proof of your vaccination status, 
and your visit gets denied, are YOU 
blamed by your principal?

3. As a DISTRIBUTOR, your local rep 
wants to come in and do training on some 
new products that they represent. They have 
not yet been vaccinated and/or do not want 
to get vaccinated. Your company policy 
dictates that only vaccinated personnel can 

EXECUT IVE  COMMENTARY

by Walter E. Tobin
ERA CEO
wtobin@era.org
T: 617-901-4088

Reps, manufacturers and 
distributors: Centurions at the gate

(continued on page 26)



VIRTUAL

2021

CONFERENCE

Thank You Conference Sponsors!

ERA extends its deepest gratitude to these generous organizations for their 
sponsorship of our 2021 Virtual Conference. Thank you for your support!

CHICAGOLAND WISCONSIN

KEYNOTE SPONSOR ENTERPRISE SPONSORS

DIAMOND SPONSORS

PATRON SPONSOR

BENEFACTORS

PROGRAM SPONSORS SILVER SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

https://www.ttiinc.com/
https://www.arrow.com/
https://www.alliedelec.com/
https://www.avnet.com/wps/portal/us/
http://www.crowleyassociates.com/
https://www.digikey.com/
https://www.sensata.com/
https://www.triadmagnetics.com/
https://catalystunity.com/
https://www.masterelectronics.com/
https://www.schaffner.com/
https://www.auroragroup.net/
http://www.bnmsales.com/
https://www.cde.com/
https://www.crouzet.com/
https://www.empoweringsystems.com/
https://emtengineering.com/
http://www.fralia.com/
https://www.gsatech.com/
https://www.kruvand.com/locations
https://www.logixsales.com/
http://www.lecsf.com/
http://macinnis-group.com/
https://www.melfoster.com/
http://www.era-ne.org/
https://www.norrisrep.com/
https://era-pnw.org/
https://www.pinnacle-mktg.com/
https://www.eeseal.com/
https://www.rutronik.com/north-america/
https://www.sacs-rep.com/
https://www.us.lambda.tdk.com/
https://www.tech-trek.com/
https://wesco-sales.com/
https://www.westmarkco.com/
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Thank You Conference Sponsors!

ERA extends its deepest gratitude to these generous organizations for their 
sponsorship of our 2021 Virtual Conference. Thank you for your support!

CHICAGOLAND WISCONSIN

KEYNOTE SPONSOR ENTERPRISE SPONSORS

DIAMOND SPONSORS

PATRON SPONSOR

BENEFACTORS

PROGRAM SPONSORS SILVER SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

https://abracon.com/
https://www.arkco-sales.com/
https://www.astron1.com/
https://www.bigzeta.com/
https://www.brandel-stephens.com/
http://www.buddemarketing.com/
http://www.ccrep.com/
https://www.cain-forlaw.com/
https://www.cbane.com/
https://controlsales.com/
http://www.dmassociatesllc.com/
http://www.ekmicro.com/
http://www.ericksonsales.com/
https://www.e-t-a.com/home/
https://www.erasunshine.org/
https://www.fusionsourcing.com/
https://lectrixgroup.com/
https://www.rcmerchant.com/
http://www.milltechsales.com/
http://www.ncalera.org/
https://www.odonnell.com/
https://www.odas.com/
https://www.ohmite.com/
http://www.glsmith.com/
https://www.sumer.com/
https://techmarketing.biz/
https://www.thorsonrm.com/
https://www.u-blox.com/en
https://displaylogic.com/
https://www.englishsales.com/
https://ii-vi.com/
https://johnsoncompany.com/
https://www.metz-connect.com/home~1e.en.html
https://netsalesco.com/
https://www.peerlesselectronics.com/
https://www.rcominc.com/
https://recom-power.com/en/index.html?1
https://redtree-solutions.com/
https://repfabric.com/
http://erascal.org/
https://www.superior-tek.com/
https://www.womeninelectronics.com/
https://aishi.us/
https://www.aereps.net/
https://calcuquote.com/
http://chiwisera.com/
https://www.conleyrep.com/
https://www.doveonline.com/
http://www.electrareps.com/
https://www.geniegroup.com/
https://ionassoc.site/
https://www.mrinetwork.com/jjmsearch/
https://www.lwpower.com/
https://www.erametrony.org/
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1495561757215-2424ec51-51a2
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1495561926224-7a0d4763-0402
https://www.power-sonic.com/
http://signalent.com/
http://www.smc-diodes.com/
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1495563347911-0a916b3d-e540
https://www.sunlandrep.com/
https://t6electronics.com/
https://www.ttelectronics.com/
http://wes-inc.com/
https://xgrtec.com/
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1491254695791-d1c841f6-ec7a
https://carolinasera.org/
http://empireera.org/
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1495561487057-a64b5321-1570
https://www.jfkilfoil.com/
https://era.org/about-era/era-chapters/#1495562527665-49479ba9-c237
https://www.paralightusa.com/
http://www.pravahtec.com/
https://www.sfbbg.com/
https://www.senntec.com/
https://synergy-inc.com/
https://www.xidas.com/
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For a complete list of ERA’s 

Recognized Resources, check out the 

Member Services page at era.org. Then 

link to a service provider’s home page for 

more information. Or take advantage of 

services from companies like Avis and 

Hertz Car Rentals (which are accessible 

ONLY via the ERA website). 

EMPOWERING SYSTEMS, an ERA 
Recognized Resource for over 20 years, helps 
electronic manufacturers’ representatives 
grow their business. The company’s cloud 
solutions are designed for reps and how 
reps work. AccountManager, SalesAnalysis, 
Analytics, Mobile and Microsoft 365 
integration keep reps in front of their 
customer and away from administrative 
work. Ask about the ERA member special 
discount. Contact Carroll Boysen at 888-
297-2750 x709 or visit empoweringsystems.
com or for more information. 

ERA TALKS is a new podcast series 
featuring informative interviews with industry 
leaders in a quick conversational format. For 
details, visit era.org/era-media-center/era-
talks-podcast/.

SCHOENBERG FINKEL BEEDERMAN 
BELL & GLAZER LLC offers legal Expert 
Access services to all ERA members. An 
initial consultation on any commission 
recovery or other rep-related business 
matter is available without charge. For more 
information, visit sfbbg.com, or call Adam 
Glazer or Gerry Newman at 312-648-2300. 

REPFABRIC is a mobile efficiency tool 
that speeds up the entire workflow of business 
including email, opportunity tracking, 
commission reconciliation and principal 
reporting. Contact Repfabric at info@
repfabric.com, or call 844-737-7253, x225, 
to schedule a consultation. 

ERA WATER COOLER is a free biweekly 
teleconference providing an open forum 
discussion for members and non-members. 
For details, visit era.org/era-events/era-
water-cooler-teleconference-series/. 

RPMS offers sales analysis, commission 
reconciliation and sales force data exchange 
software designed exclusively for manufacturers’ 
reps. For more information, go to rpms.com.

SPYRE GROUP offers resources that 
help sales rep firms provide value to the 
manufacturers they represent and increase 
efficiencies for their sales teams. It provides 
web, print and presentation development 
services, along with packaged solutions. For 
details, contact Patrick Knoelke at 913-499-
6014, or visit spyregroup.com/reps. 

BUDDE MARKETING SYSTEMS is 
a leading provider of point-of-sale (POS) 
reporting. With 15+ years of experience, BMS 
provides solutions to drive business growth, 
improve efficiency and maximize profitability. 
BMSoffers a vast selection of standard reports 
or can customize reports to achieve your 
business goals. For details, call 708-301-2111, 
or email sales@buddemarketing.com. 

LECTRIX is a results-driven marketing 
company that serves electronics manufacturers, 
suppliers and representatives. The company 
specializes in brand awareness, content creation, 
online event creation and lead generation. Visit 
lectrixgroup.com for details.

JJM SEARCH is the global executive 
search firm founded by Carla Mahrt, a 20-year 
electronics industry veteran. JJM is part of 
the MRI Network – leaders in the search and 
recruitment industry for over 40 years. Let 
Carla connect your company with bright, 
qualified candidates for your openings. For 
details on JJM, go to jjmsearch.com.

UPS is an ERA member service provider for 
shipping of all kinds. For discounts of up to 34 
percent, call 800-MEMBERS (636-2377).

MEMBER  SERV ICES

https://era.org/member-services/
http://www.empoweringsystems.com/
https://era.org/era-media-center/era-talks-podcast/
https://www.sfbbg.com/
mailto:info@repfabric.com
https://era.org/era-events/era-water-cooler-teleconference-series/
http://www.rpms.com/
http://www.spyregroup.com/
http://www.buddemarketing.com/
https://lectrixgroup.com/
http://www.jjmsearch.com/
http://www.savewithups.com/eramembers


FROM THE  TOP

Channeling the entrepreneurial 
spirit for success

I am honored and humbled to be writing 
my first article as President of the ERA. In the 
spring issue of The Representor, we tradition-
ally look back on the recently concluded ERA 
Conference. We highlight the Keynote Speaker. 
We discuss takeaways from the General Ses-
sions. We make plans to implement the lessons 
learned in the Breakouts Session. And we tell 
epic stories of the networking experiences, get-
ting to see friends and colleagues that we don’t 
see on a regular cadence and spending time 
together. 

The 2021 ERA Conference will always be 
remembered as the first virtual conference ERA 
ever put on and the theme, “Stronger Together: 
Reconnecting and Reinventing for Success,” 
could not have been more appropriate.  

Our industry was founded by entrepre-
neurs, and like all entrepreneurs, the need to 
be flexible and adapt to the changing climate 
is the cornerstone of success. As Conference 
Committee Chair, Craig Anderson, CPMR, 
of Sumer Inc. and Co-Chair Bryan White, 
CPMR, of Catalyst Unity Solutions recog-
nized early on in the development of the 
conference, that ERA was going to have to 
do things differently if we wanted to make 
this work. In that time, the ERA staff, Erin 
Collins and Neda Simeonova, pivoted from 
an in-person conference to a virtual one. They 
started reviewing virtual conference com-
panies that would be able to host the ERA 
Conference and ultimately landed on the one 
that provided the best platform for our needs. 
Then the real work began.

ERA Conference Sub-Committees
The conference sub-committees had the 

difficult task of finding relevant speakers 
willing to present virtually.  

The Keynote Sub-Committee, under the 
leadership of co-chairs Adam Grigor of Tech-
Trek Ltd. and Gary Zullo of Arrow Electronics, 
brought us Kevin Brown. He delivered a 
conference opener that really got us thinking 
and coming up with ways in our own life to 
make a difference every day.  

The General Session sub-committee, chaired 
by Craig Sanderson of Sager Electronics and 
Bryan Teen, CPMR, Tech Marketing Inc., 
produced Michael Knight with his keen 
insights into the future of this industry we 

all call our own. Thought-provoking and 
sometimes startling, Michael delivered on the 
opportunities the future will present to all of 
us. As we’ve all reinvented our companies based 
on market conditions that were presented, 
Bernard Baumohl provided a fascinating 
economic overview of the world in which we 
now live. Finally, Phil M Jones provided some 
timely tips to take back to our salespeople so 
they can better prepare for the new virtual 
world of sales. 

The Breakout Sub-Committee, chaired 
by John Hutson, CPMR, of The MacInnis 
Group and Holly Myers, CPMR, of Genie 
Group, handled the amazing job of research-
ing, deciding, and locating speakers for the 
Breakout Sessions. Year in and year out, these 
sessions provide the opportunity, in smaller 
settings to delve into topics that each one of 
us deal with daily. The ideas brought forth 
from these sessions are usually the ones that 
allow us as attendees to develop plans and see 
trends that allow for the flexibility and ability 
to change quickly. 

The Sponsorship Sub-Committee, chaired 
by Lori Bruno of Luscombe Engineering of 
San Francisco and Scott Lindberg, CPMR, of 
Quell Corporation, had the unenviable task of 
raising money through sponsorship in a year 
with great uncertainty for all of us. 

Through many generous sponsorships, we 
were able to secure all the top-notch presenters 
for this conference.

As we were all reinventing our companies, 
ERA, too, was reinventing other ways to bring 
value to our membership. 

A number of initiatives were launched in 
2020 aimed to reconnect an industry that 
had been built on in-person interaction. The 
podcast, ERA Talks, and the ERA Water 
Cooler sessions were introduced, followed by 
the release of ERA’s Manufacturers’ Rep Toolkit 
— all developed to nimbly reconnect ERA 
with its members and the industry.

It is with this entrepreneurial spirit that 
we all move forward, adjusting to the current 
business climate, being flexible enough 
to make changes on the fly and nimble 
enough to make them quickly. Together 
reps, manufacturers and distributors can all 
continue to grow and succeed.

by John O’Brien, CPMR 
Coakley, Boyd and Abbett
ERA President
jobrien@cbane.com 
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I live in a small town. Every small town in 
America has a local diner — you may know 
the place — where the locals meet (in-person) 
for a meal, solve all the world’s problems and 
impart wisdom beyond the ages. 

Many years ago (sometime between the 
last two world-changing pandemics), I was 
the beneficiary of the insights of a regular 
gathering of men that converged on our local 
diner early on Saturday mornings. In our 
place, the breakfast menu would read, among 
other things: 

“One egg - $ 1.79” 
“Second Egg - $ 0.99”
Each week, the banter between some of my 

more seasoned friends — I’ll call them Bob 
and Ray (because those are their names) — 
and the waitress would go something like this:

Waitress: What can I get for you?
Bob: I would like the second egg please – 

over easy.
Waitress: Okay, two eggs over easy – would 

you like toast?
Bob: No, I only want one egg … the 

second egg ... the one for $0.99. 
Waitress: Bob, you can’t just get the second 

egg.
Bob: Orders his (one) over easy egg with 

wheat toast … and smiles knowingly.
Waitress: What can I get you, Ray?
Ray: I’ll have Bob’s second egg.
Waitress: Ray, you know that you can’t 

combine orders.
And on and on it went ...
Bob is no longer with us and Ray is 

ordering his egg(s) in Florida for much of 
the year now, so I don’t (or can’t) enjoy their 
company on a regular basis anymore; but I 
recall with fondness their ritual, tongue in 
cheek negotiations for favorable “second egg” 
terms with the waitresses. These were always 
done in good humor. Neither friend looked 
for unfair advantage from the restaurant, nor 
expected anything other than fair pricing for 
their meals.  

However, as I prepared this column, some 
troubling observations made me wonder if we 
have a “Second Egg” mentality developing in 
our industry that is not so benign.

For example, as manufacturers advance the 
theory that newly appointed representatives 
should not be compensated for an existing 

business in a territory since “they didn’t 
create it” — is that a second egg approach? 
Historically, income is paid on residual 
business in recognition of the cost of the 
foundational work of the sales organization 
that does not always tie directly to an order. 
Similarly, when the principal decides that 
most (or more) of the accounts in the territory 
are going to be house accounts — is that a 
second egg mentality?

How about when a principal decides 
that new business development should 
be incentivized by reducing historical 
commission rates on “legacy” business 
to prioritize activity, is that a second egg 
approach? (Note that I am specifically 
differentiating from those who would provide 
true incentive by increased commission rates 
on new business development or focused 
product while maintaining traditional rates.)

Finally, when a start-up manufacturer 
believes that the rep “is calling on the cus-
tomer anyway,” so there is no cost for the rep 
to present their line to that customer, are they 
ignoring legitimate costs? All that a rep has to 
sell is their time, and all investment of time 
has a cost – is not sharing in the cost of that 
time investment a second egg approach?  

An earnest word of caution and bal-
ance here. I realize this has been a one-sided 
commentary. We always ask, “Why did the 
chicken cross the road?” never questioning the 
existence of the other side. That is true here as 
well. I do not question the existence of argu-
ments from the other side that, in the interest 
of fairness, should be addressed also. I have 
not, simply due to space constraints.

Finally, as with any viewpoint article, some 
of you will be shaking your head vertically in 
agreement and others will have a horizontal 
reaction. I also recognize that there will be 
those who may think I have stretched this 
story a bit too far and laid an egg, and perhaps 
I have. Regardless of which camp you are in, 
I hope we can use the “Second Egg” story 
as food for thought and open discussion! I 
welcome your comments and feedback.

I look forward to industry breakfasts with 
you at the EDS Summit in Las Vegas in late 
August; and as always, can be reached at 
ctanzola@fusionsourcing.com. 

The second egg 

by Chuck Tanzola, CPMR 
Fusion Sourcing Group Inc.
ERA Chairman of the Board
ctanzola@fusionsourcing.com 



The lens of the rep, manufacturer and 
distributor came together thru the lens of the 
camera. Across the nation (and the world) we 
joined with our eyes wide open to all the ideas 
and comments of the current electronics indus-
try — from economic predictions to product 
line ROI to virtual sales tips to TTI’s Michael 
Knight’s thought-provoking predictions. And 
let’s not forget about the apple pancakes thanks 
to Keynote Speaker Kevin Brown at the Virtual 
ERA Conference in March. The excitement of 
the event carries on as many request the con-
tinuation of the virtual platform to allow more 
coworkers to participate in future events. 

As ERA evaluates the expense of this 
request and options available, we also look 
at the possibility of a mid-year virtual sales 
training event and the return of the in-person 
2022 conference in Austin, Texas. Some of the 
topics for the mid-year sales training are open 
to discussion, including traditional sales 101, 
electronics circuit review, time management, 
improved listening skills, etc. We welcome 
your ideas. 

The ERA Water Cooler sessions will 
continue as we continue to addresses real-
time issues with relevant panels of peers in 
the electronics industry. As we navigate the 
lead time and cost challenges of 2021, we all 
need to share coping mechanisms and cash 
flow ideas to supplement this drought that is 
coming while we listen to the supply chain 
experts share how they are addressing the 
product constraints. 

Other pertinent education opportunities 
such as MRERF – CPMR (Leadership) CPSC 
(sales training) and SPARK@ EDS (virtual 
option this year in April as EDS continues in 

late August in-person) will be promoted as 
we take all this training and discussion back 
to our company and incorporate it into our 
own company’s culture. We all use what we 
hear in different ways as we show our strength 
as electronics industry representatives — ever-
changing, ever-growing! Our choices reflect 
the value proposition the rep model brings to 
the manufacturer with our distributor partners 
held close to us for the adventure. 

Some manufacturers have chosen to part 
ways with their reps to possibly gain financial 
improvements in their bottom line of today, 
but the reality of the loss of market share will 
catch up with them and their long-term goals 
will be compromised. We plan to educate the 
manufacturers of the electronic industry beyond 
our best models (ERA is proud to have a long 
list of great manufacturers supporting them) 
and show the long-term, transparent partnership 
needed to achieve the mutually beneficial 
goals of the rep and principal. The longevity 
of the rep in their respective territory and their 
relationships are not built overnight. The need 
for the local human-to-human interface while 
using our new virtual skills where applicable 
has given us a bigger toolbox to support our 
customers in even more efficient ways. 

As your new Sr. Vice President/Educa-
tion, I look forward to sharing all the train-
ing opportunities I can find for us to con-
tinue the professional representative journey 
to electronics products we have not begun to 
dream about or know we needed. The ERA 
community is unique and powerful and I am 
honored to join the ERA XCOM as we face 
all the new opportunities together!

ERA  XCOM  D IGEST
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EDUCATION UPDATE

Ellen Coan, CPMR
CC Electro Sales
Sr. Vice President/Education
ellen_coan@ccrep.com

Electronics industry 
representatives — ever-
changing, ever-growing

It was late last year when I was told I would 
be nominated for the position of Sr. Vice 
President/Membership, one of several positions 
on the ERA XCOM. My mind raced with 
questions: What were the membership goals? 
What opportunities existed that hadn’t yet been 
explored? What was the time commitment? 
And, what would make this a successful term for 
our collective? Just to name a few. 

I immediately reflected on the past year, 
which had been decimated in so many ways 
by two pandemics — COVID-19 and 
systemic racism. It was a year that caused great 
uncertainty and confusion, as well as pain and 
trauma for our Black communities and fellow 
representatives. The year was also a forceful 
change agent to the way we did business. 

The next two years will be very important 

for the membership to our association and I am 
excited about the opportunities that exist and the 
connections that already exist.  

Have you ever looked up the definition of 
a member? It means “belonging to a particular 
group” and synonyms include belonging, 
community, integration, subscribers, associates 
and representatives. There you have it, the word 
representative is synonymous with membership. 

I’ve spent time thinking about the past 18 
months, specifically how I personally leaned on 
the features and benefits of our ERA member-
ship. During the dark days of 2020, I spoke to 
many of my counterparts within our association. 
When times were tough and I needed some 
insight, these members were the people that 

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

Dave F itzgerald
WESCO Sales Group Inc.
Sr. Vice President/Membership
davef@wesco-sales.com

The bigger the membership, 
the louder the voice

(continued on next page)
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CHAPTER UPDATE

Cameron Engl ish, CPMR
English Technical Sales 

Southwest 
Sr. Vice President/Industry 

cenglish@englishsales.com

Arizona ERA Chapter

As ERA's new Sr. Vice President/Industry, 
I look forward to providing you relevant 
industry and ERA chapter activity updates. In 
this issue, I would like to focus on the Arizona 
ERA Chapter as it continues to make news in 
the electronic industry on several fronts. 

Intel and TSMC have announced a 
major expansion of Fab Manufacturing 
capability in the Phoenix area. In addition, 
Arizona has become the home of several 
of the leading BEV – Electric Vehicle 
Headquarters. Companies such as Lucid, 
Atlis, Nikola, Tu Simple are moving 
forward with great strides to carve out their 
place in the electric vehicle market.  

At the chapter level, we were pleased 
to add Rick Dale of Kruvand Sales to the 
Arizona Chapter Board of Directors. Rick will 
be heading up events and chapter activities. 
Since joining the board, Rick has helped with 
the chapter's very successful Water Cooler 

event  and has been coordinating the chapter’s 
success in receiving the ERA Chapter of the 
Year award.  

In addition to the chapter events, Arizona 
ERA has worked with Ellen Coan, CPMR, 
of C C Electro on her new initiative as the 
ERA Sr. Vice President/Education to build 
an outreach for the new entrants and younger 
members of our industry. Arizona ERA com-
mitted two young new representative member 
individuals to participate in the introductory 
discussion and planning group for this very 
strategic new direction.

This year, the chapter is excited to get back 
together face-to-face and is planning to host 
a gathering to discuss an emerging market 
centered around satellite/space technology 
and several accounts that have risen in that 
segment of the electronics market. 

Arizona ERA is looking forward to great 
growth in the coming year.

I relied on for guidance, ideas, direction and 
strategy. They shared their experiences built from 
their tenure in the industry. They provided me 
an open ear to listen and calming responses that 
it was going to be ok. This was not only a great 
comfort during a difficult time, it inspired me to 
be a strong leader for my own team.

Later in the year, the unfortunate news of my 
company losing a major line traveled fast, and 
I’m glad it did!

I soon received encouraging calls from 
fellow representatives offering to make 
connections for me with competing lines. I was 
able to quickly get conversations going, giving 
me and my team positive energy to focus on 
the opportunities of the future versus the losses 
of the past. 

These calls all came from the ERA network. 
People I met through ERA and have developed 
relationships with over the years. Many I’m 
proud to call close friends. That’s the power of 
“belonging to a select group.” 

I hope that I can take this experience and 
help other representative firms around the nation 
understand the value, benefit and strength of the 
ERA community.  

Soon I will present my goals and supporting 
plan to continue the growth in ERA member-
ship amongst representatives, manufacturers 
and distributor partners. I will be looking for 
your support and collaboration as we continue 
to grow our association in a positive direction. 

I look forward to working with you to reach 
more manufacturers. We offer a compelling 
value proposition and the opportunity is ours 
to strengthen our position as representatives in 
the electronics market. We must increase our 
voice as extensions of the business development, 
sales and marketing, engineering and product 
development teams at the manufacturers we rep-
resent. The bigger the membership, the louder 
the voice. 

I look forward to engaging with you and 
working hard to grow ERA membership.

ERA  XCOM  D IGEST

(continued from previous page)

Membership update



The rep model has proven resilient once 
again, persevering through the 2020 pandemic 
downturn and emerging with cautious 
optimism into 2021. The electronic products 
sector reported growth in March, as orders 
and shipments continue to trend higher. 
With spring arrival in the Midwest, we see 
more inquiries, quotes, projects, and even 
a few open doors. While I do not foresee a 
dramatic uptick in business in the near term, 
all indications are for overall improvement. 

From a technology standpoint, the Internet 
of Things (IoT) market is continuing with 
rapid growth. Manufacturers are making 
investments in next-generation products with 
connectivity using the latest RF technology 
and cloud computing. We are seeing a burst of 
innovation in medical OEMs, particularly in 
surface/hand sanitation and disinfection. The 
5G rollout is also accelerating, as evidenced 
by significant 5G phone shipment predictions 
and towers going up across the U.S. in major 
cities every day. The pandemic has pushed 
factory automation providers to reduce human 
contact further in “Smart Factory” design. 
Industry 5.0 combines industrial automation 
with human cognitive skills and critical 
thinking, creating remote-operating machines 
that will revolutionize the factory floor. These 
industry trends present opportunities for 
Reps, especially if able to adapt their line cards 
to fit these markets.

Some of the most exciting opportunities 
we see in our territory are emerging from 
medical OEMs who are developing electronic 
disinfection and sanitation products including 
robots, stations and handheld devices. 
COVID-19 disinfection is obvious, but 
devices designed to sanitize and disinfect 
surface pathogens will be a growth market for 
years to come. These medical OEMs focus 
on high-end electromechanical components 
as user safety/health is paramount. Designers 
are looking for the best component/material 
manufacturers, including electromechanical 
components, passives, semiconductors, 
wire harnesses, specialty LEDs and wireless 
connectivity. The current challenge for these 
fast-developing products is component 
availability. The latest lead-time trends are 
negatively impacting time to market, delaying 

the positive impact these products will have 
on public health and our economic recovery. 

Expedite appeals allowing these projects 
to jump the queue ahead of other customers 
with fewer health/safety-critical products 
are happening, and many component 
manufacturers are heeding the requests. It 
will be interesting to see how long this will 
continue.

As 5G makes its way into the mainstream, 
we see opportunities emerging as component 
manufacturers design and produce 
products capable of maintaining electrical 
characteristics in this high-frequency 
application. If a rep’s customer base is laden 
with OEMs with 5G-related portfolios, then 
aligning their line card with 5G capable 
components is essential, though not simple 
to accomplish.

Our biggest challenge continues to be 
the many global ramifications of COVID-
19. However, as vaccinations continue, 
customers are easing visitation rules. Larger 
customers are more conservative, projecting 
August or September for opening their 
doors, while smaller customers are allowing 
visitors now. Vaccinations bring in the next 
adaptation phase in which reps will be 
blending virtual and physical sales calls into 
their daily activities. 

Virtual calls must remain focused and 
efficient to remain effective as physical 
meetings slowly ramp back into style. When 
virtual calls are required, it is best when 
the customer agrees on a plan, and the 
presentation is as focused as possible on the 
current or next program in development. 
A time allocation of 20 minutes max per 
one or two topics is usually optimal for 
the customer. Content presented by the 
principal’s subject matter experts (SME) is 
the most effective and recommended.

Video fatigue is genuine and nothing is 
better than a face-to-face meeting; however, 
the productivity benefits from the accelerated 
adoption of cloud software for collaboration 
and project management are confirmed. As 
our customers and principals went through 
large scale, sweeping reorganizations to adapt 
to remote work during the pandemic, the reps 
kept pace and invested as well.

INDUSTRY UPDATE

Kingsland Coombs, CPMR, 
CSP
Control Sales Inc.
Sr. Vice President at Large
kingc@controlsales.com

Emerging with cautious 
optimism into 2021
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MANUFACTURING 
UPDATE

Ken Bel lero
Schaffner EMC

Sr. Vice President/Manufacturers 
ken.bellero@schaffner.com

Working together to 
navigate disruption in the 

electronics industry

The one major topic that every 
manufacturer in the electronics industry 
is currently experiencing is how to handle 
the current increased demands that are 
coming from our customers. It is forcing 
manufacturers to find ways to address this 
growing crisis. Unfortunately, this disruption 
in the supply chain is coming now, as we 
are finally starting to see some positive signs 
that the COVID-19 pandemic is beginning 
to become more under control globally as 
vaccine distribution increases.  

With economic activity growing at record 
levels not seen since pre-pandemic times, more 
and more issues need to be dealt with daily. 
Suppliers continue to struggle to meet increas-
ing rates of demand due to COVID-19 which 
are impacting and limiting the availability 
of parts and materials. Extended lead times, 
wide-scale shortages of critical basic materi-
als, rising commodity prices and difficulties in 
transporting products are affecting all seg-
ments of the manufacturing economy. Also, 
worker absenteeism, short-term shutdowns 
due to parts shortages, and difficulties in filling 
open positions continue to be issues that limit 
manufacturing growth potential. This contin-
ues to expand every day which increases stress 
to all three segments, manufacturers, reps and 
distributors, of the electronics industry. 

Here is where you need to ask yourself, 
“How can I help to improve the situation?” 

For many manufacturers' reps, this is a great 
opportunity for you to provide your principals 
with valuable information on key customer 
demands that can help them to schedule and 
plan within their factories the best possible 
scenario to meet those needs. This gives reps 
that chance to show their value once again as 
a key channel partner that could help alleviate 
costly expedites or line down situations. Reach-
ing out to the key customers in your territory 
before the need and panic arise, can vastly 
improve how each situation can be handled. 
Working closely with the key distributors in 
your territory who are responsible for holding 
inventory and forecasting with the customers 

will also help to build a solid relationship that 
many of your manufacturers expect from their 
rep organization.

Qualified and reliable information is vital 
to many of us to plan emergency demands in 
a very organized manner. Manufacturers are 
always internally fighting to handle customer 
demands globally and usually, those regions 
or countries that can supply their factory with 
a good forecast and a real commitment from 
their sales channel to products needed will 
get the most attention. When these types of 
shortages arise, priorities are set as to which will 
be the first to receive products. Therefore, solid 
data can only help you to get the focus you 
expect for your customer.

However, time is running out! There is a 
greater realization that manufacturers feel the 
stress with the recent increase in order intake 
and are frustrated in not having the needed 
workforce for production or the materials 
required to build to the demand. This is exactly 
why it is important to work closely with your 
customers and communicate as much as 
possible with your manufacturing partners. A 
little effort can really go a long way to stopping 
future panic. It may be nearly impossible to 
please all customers and extremely difficult for 
them to provide this data, but if successful, you 
will have a much better opportunity to satisfy 
those with a critical situation.

Looking ahead a few months down the 
road, many manufacturers will have the 
ability to replenish some of the lost resources 
due to the pandemic and thus continue the 
process of rebuilding and restoring production 
to levels that will meet these higher demands. 
However, this can only be successful 
with great communication between the 
manufacturer, rep and distributor partners. 
Providing acceptable solutions to the problem 
will improve future opportunities and increase 
revenue for all involved. It is important for 
all of us to continue to move in a positive 
direction in 2021!

ERA  XCOM  D IGEST
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DISTRIBUTION 
UPDATE

Craig Sanderson
Sager Electronics
Sr. Vice President/Distributors
csanderson@sager.com

If 2020 was the year of the 
pivot, what will 2021 be?

In a time we will hopefully soon forget, 
the past 13 months has forced the world, 
our country, our industry, our companies, 
our families, and ourselves to adapt to 
one of the biggest challenges we have 
encountered in this millennium — a global 
pandemic. I am not sure that we all thought 
that this would even be possible but, as we 
now may realize, it is possible and could 
occur again in some form.

In the electronics industry, there was one 
word that seemed to take hold to describe 
the actions needed to meet the many new 
challenges created by the pandemic. That 
word is pivot. The year 2020 may well be 
known as the “Year of the Pivot.” Companies 
in our industry — customers, representatives, 
manufacturers, logistics suppliers and 
distributors — all had to pivot to protect their 
employees. This pivot required employing 
new safety measures to ensure that essential 
workers were protected while on the job. 
Industry office workers had to pivot to work 
remotely, often from home. Families had 
to pivot to accommodate a new world of 
remote working, remote learning, educating 
themselves on the dangers of COVID-19, 
and taking difficult steps to ensure family 
safety. Homebound took on a more critical 
role in avoiding the virus. Going to the store 
was a potential danger and many families had 
to pivot to utilizing food delivery services to 
avoid the crowds in the stores. The list goes 
on and on, both personal and professional. 
Barbers, hair and nail salons, the library, 
the dentist, the doctor, restaurants, the golf 
course, EDS, ECIA Executive Conference, 
customer meetings, supplier meetings, 
Starbucks, Dunkin Donuts, the gym, QBR’s, 
Product Training. 

Some of the pivots seemed relatively easy. 
Working from home provided some benefits; 
no commute but, no opportunity to interface 
live with your co-worker; people that you 
spend almost as much, if not more, time with 
as you spend with your family. But here is 
the pivot: Microsoft Teams, GoToMeeting, 
Zoom, Google Meet, and FaceTime were uti-
lized to replace in-person interactions. Meet-
ings could happen again with many people at 
the same time or just one-on-one. With some 
relatively minor, or occasional glitches, these 
all worked well. 

These same tools enabled the pivot to 
virtual meetings with customers, supplier 

and representative meetings, distributor and 
representative and manufacturer meetings.  

So you get the idea, that the entire indus-
try, country, world has used the pivot to keep 
going. 

But what now? Vaccines are well on their 
way in the U.S., so how will the changes of the 
past 13 months impact our lives going forward? 

For distribution, it will be a challenge. 
Distribution is a contact sport. Live 
connection with customers, representatives, 
suppliers, co-workers and even competitors 
is critical to our success. I believe that the 
distribution will require a reset. Some of 
the pivots that occurred will stay, some may 
disappear, while some may get stronger. Many 
will require a reset.  

• Internal company meetings that require 
participation from people in different 
physical locations will continue via MS 
Teams, GoToMeeting, Zoom, etc. These 
meetings will enable more participation 
and perhaps less travel. However, some 
of these same meetings will return to 
in-person meetings. That’s a reset.  

• Customer meetings have changed to 
virtual for the most part, but will it 
stay that way? Customers benefit from 
opening their company to their suppliers. 
Customers rely on distributors for 
the timely delivery and availability of 
products. That is our primary service. 
But working together to understand 
and assist customers on new equipment 
designs, to address logistics and cost-
containment needs is a key aspect of 
our value. I believe that the type of 
problem-solving required is best fostered 
in person. Virtual enables some general 
discussion or specific known problems to 
be addressed, but problem-solving before 
a customer even knows that they have a 
problem requires in-person. That’s a reset. 

• Working from home has both positives 
and not-so positives. Companies that 
have been able to operate remotely are 
fortunate and it is a testament to the 
company’s planning and investment in 
technology, the company’s office workers 
(and their families) ability to adapt, the 
advances in bandwidth of home connec-
tions, virtual and video platforms. 

(continued on next page)
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MARKET ING  GROUP  D IGEST

MATERIALS, 
ASSEMBLY, 

PRODUCTION  
& SUPPLY

Troy Gunnin
Sun Rep Inc.

Tampa, Fla.

Turn challenges into 
opportunities by working 

smarter, not harder

Is that a light I see at the end of the tunnel? As I write this, Florida has opened up vaccinations 
for COVID-19 to everyone over the age of 18. Businesses are opening and hiring. Sports teams 
are playing and fans, in limited numbers, are being welcomed into the arenas. Spring break saw 
crowded beaches, restaurants and hotels.

With that being said, we are all aware that we are still not out of the woods yet. We have all 
been impacted and will continue to be as we move forward. As reps, we have had to make hard 
decisions, as have our factories. But, over the past couple of months, we have seen things moving 
in a positive direction.

I just read an editorial by Ron Shinn, editor of Plastics Machinery & Manufacturing titled, 
“Pandemic is the perfect time to reassess your business.” In that, he quotes from a book by Ron 
Galloway, Post Corona: From Crisis to Opportunity. Galloway starts with two theses: First, that 
“the pandemic will accelerate some of the trends already in motion in our society;” second, that 
“in any crisis, there is an opportunity, and the greater and more disruptive the crisis, the greater 
the opportunities.” 

The crisis exposed a weakness in our supply chain and provided opportunities for those capable 
and agile enough to respond quickly to benefit by filling the urgent needs. The “stay-at-home” 
situation saw a huge growth in e-commerce. In that same article, Galloway points out that in 
2000, e-commerce sales represented about 1 percent of U.S. retail sales and had risen to about 16 
percent at the beginning of 2020. Just eight weeks after the pandemic hit, the share jumped to 27 
percent. He feels that the level would not have been achieved until 2030 without the pandemic. 
Those capable of reacting have certainly benefited, but those that could not, are evidenced by the 
empty brick-and-mortar buildings in shopping malls.

I believe that many of the changes we have experienced can be seen as opportunities and we 
should use the experiences as tools to help us be more efficient and, pardon the old cliché, work 
smarter, rather than harder. 

As Michael Knight, TTI’s SVP for 
Business Development & President of TTI 
Semiconductor Group, noted during this 
year’s ERA Virtual Conference, our busi-
nesses would not have been able to func-
tion on such a high level five years ago. 
The technology had not been developed 
to accommodate the demand. But will all 
workers always be remote? The knowledge 
exchange and daily teamwork that occurs 
inside a distribution sales office or within 
various departments within our companies 
is very effective today but will it stay this 
way? I think that companies will need to 
evaluate their situation, but I think it will 
require a reset.  

I am sure that the next year will bring 

continued challenges in managing our 
businesses and growing our industry. Amazing 
developments in technology help improve 
customers’ products and are utilized in their 
equipment design. Suppliers will continue 
to develop and deliver leading-edge products 
for us to introduce to our sales teams and 
ultimately to our customers. I look forward 
to the continued exchange of thought on 
industry issues, new developments, and 
continued progress. 

I think we all look forward to embracing 
the pivots that occurred in the past 13 
months, and I welcome you to join me in 
considering what needs to be reset to drive us 
into the future. It will continue to make us 
continue to improve together. n

ERA XCOM DIGEST: Distribution update
(continued from previous page)  
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Court can ‘declare’ a rep’s 
contract rights for future sales, 
even sales to Iran

(continued on next page)

LEGALLY  SPEAK ING

What is a rep to do when terminated 
before the sales come in?  

As most faithful readers know by now, 
framing a claim for breach of contract 
requires that the rep has suffered “damages,” 
that is commissions withheld on orders 
received, shipped and/or paid for by the 
customer. But if orders have not yet come in 
despite the rep’s best efforts, is the principal 
able to escape liability?

The Swiss rep Pyrrhus AG, whose 
customer was the Iranian government 
during a relative lull in the sanctions 
regime, found itself confronting such a 
possibility. Pyrrhus’s plight furnishes a 
helpful example of a rep making use of a 
“declaratory judgment action” to lay claim 
to commissions on sales not yet shipped.

Iran to court
U.S. company Dresser Industries Inc. had 

signed Pyrrhus as its exclusive rep for the 
two-year period, August 1986 through August 
1988, of Dresser’s earth-moving products to 
the country of Iran. During 1987-88, the 
Ministry of Mines and Metals of Iran alleg-
edly agreed to purchase 140 products known 
as “Dozers” for $255,000 each. Pyrrhus also 
claimed its services culminated in the sale to 
the National Iranian Steel Company of 20 
trucks and parts.

In exchange for its services, Pyrrhus was 
due 5 percent of:

“The net FOB value of any shipment 
of the products of whatever origin made 
by Dresser or a Dresser Subsidiary to Iran 
and pursuant to either orders received and 
accepted or contracts entered into during the 
term of this agreement.”

The contract further provided:
“Dresser will pay or cause to be paid to 

Pyrrhus the foregoing amounts within fifteen 
(15) days of receipt of payment by Dresser or 
the relevant Dresser Subsidiary in respect of 
any order or contract with respect to which 
such fee is due.”

When Dresser refused to pay commissions 
on the Dozer or truck sales, sales that 
seemed to fit squarely within this contractual 
agreement, Pyrrhus filed suit in the Chicago 
federal court.

Its complaint alleged that Pyrrhus’s 
services led to the formation of Dresser’s 
contracts for the sale of equipment to 
the Ministry and to the National Iranian 
Steel Company, both of which called for 
shipments to be made in the future. The 
shipments on which commissions would be 
payable had not yet occurred, so Pyrrhus’s 
complaint sought a “declaratory judgment,” 
a remedy calling upon the court to declare 
the rights of the parties under their 
contract. When the shipments did occur, 
a declaration favorable to Pyrrhus would 
oblige Dresser to make payment.

The trial court, however, saw things 
Dresser’s way. Dismissing Pyrrhus’s claims, 
the court construed the rep agreement to 
require that “the goods must have been 
shipped into Iran” to be commissionable. 
Pyrrhus sought “commissions due on future 
shipments for sales that have not been 
consummated,” the court ruled, and Pyrrhus 
did not qualify for such commissions at the 
time of termination. 

Pyrrhus quickly appealed. 

Iran to appeal
Fortunately for Pyrrhus, the appellate 

judges proved more willing to give the 
contract a fair read. The federal appeals 
court determined the trial court improperly 
interpreted the language stating that 
commissions are only due on products that 
ship (“5 percent of the net FOB value of 
any shipment of the products ... to Iran”), 
and the timing provision (“within fifteen 
(15) days of receipt of payment by Dresser”) 
as pre-conditions for commission liability. 

by Gerald M. Newman
ERA General Counsel

Adam Glazer
ERA General Counsel

Gerald M. Newman and Adam J. 
Glazer are partners in the law firm of 
Schoenberg Finkel Beederman Bell and 
Glazer LLC, and they serve as general 
counsel to ERA. They are also regular 
contributors to The Representor, and 
participate in Expert Access, the program 
that offers telephone consultations to  
ERA members.

You can call Gerry Newman or  
Adam Glazer at 312-648-2300 or send 
email to gerald.newman@sfbbg.com or 
adam.glazer@sfbbg.com.



LEGALLY SPEAKING: Rep’s contract rights for future sales
(continued from previous page)  

“But it is clear,” said the reviewing court, 
“that if ‘orders [are] received and accepted 
or contracts entered into’ during the term 
of the instrument, Dresser owes Pyrrhus a 
commission for the sales.”  

The contractual factors relied upon by 
the lower court, namely the actual shipment 
of products into Iran and payment received 
by Dresser, merely defined when payments 
were to be made, not Dresser’s obligation 
to pay. Reversing the trial court’s decision, 
the appellate court noted: “While the 
payments may not yet have been due under 
the contract because of shipments to Iran or 
payments to Dresser that are as yet unfilled,” 
this was no reason to dismiss Pyrrhus’s 
claims “since Pyrrhus may eventually be 
entitled to commissions for the sales.”

Bringing a declaratory judgment action 
was specifically approved by the court of 
appeals “to determine whether Dresser owes 
Pyrrhus payments when Dresser has shipped 
the products and received payment.” The 

case was returned to the trial court to ascer-
tain if the alleged sales took place during 
the contract period (August 1986 through 
August 1988) and were, therefore, commis-
sionable to Pyrrhus, even if the shipments 
took place later.

Epilogue
Reps are frequently terminated in 

situations where no commissions are due 
immediately upon termination, and the 
value of the rep’s work is only realized by 
the principal months or years later. If the 
rep generates orders, just as Pyrrhus did, 
compensation should follow. In the right 
cases, seeking a declaratory judgment 
from the court that the rep is entitled to 
commission payments when the sales are 
ultimately consummated is a highly valuable, 
if underappreciated, means to avoid walking 
away from a years-long effort with nothing to 
show for it. n
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EXECUTIVE COMMENTARY: Centurions at the gate
(continued from page 13)  

visit your facility. You push back. The rep 
then says that he will be forced to omit your 
branch and give training to your competitors, 
perhaps putting you at a competitive 
disadvantage. What are you to do? What is 
your company policy?

4. As a MANUFACTURER, your 
company has decided to “ground you” on all 
travel through December 2021 out of safety 
for the sales team and to save T&E monies. 

Once you get vaccinated, you still find 
yourself unable to travel, thus losing mind 
share with your reps and channel partners, 
and in the end, the end-customer. You 
are even willing to show proof of your 
vaccination status, but your corporate policy 
remains firm.

All of us find ourselves like sentries at the 
gate trying to decide on the best course of 
action in many of these difficult discussions. 
We are in customer-facing positions and our 
customers are relying on all of us to keep 

them updated on all things electronic. But 
we need to do it safely.

We will find ourselves either being TOLD 
NO or in us having to SAY NO. We may 
have all of the best intentions in mind to 
say YES or NO at the gate, but even then, 
whatever decision we make will cause 
friction and/or conflict with our partners and 
customers.

We need to be prepared to craft a 
professional response NOW to not jeopardize 
the relationship we have with our principals, 
our reps, our channel partners and with each 
other. Many will remember how we reacted 
at the gate when we either welcome them 
through or declined entry.

Plan NOW with your partners and 
customers to get ahead of this. Get 
definition NOW on each of the above 
scenarios. It will hopefully reduce or 
eliminate difficult decisions and discussions 
later on in the year. n



RIS ING  STARS

To gain a better insight into how young 
professionals in the electronics industry have 
turned challenges into opportunities and ensured 
continued success, The Representor interviewed 
Cody Tangeman, an outside sales representative 
for Pinnacle Marketing Inc. 

Tangeman shared his experience in the elec-
tronics industry and how practice and experience 
can help young professionals gain more time in 
front of the customer. 

Please provide a little background 
about yourself.

I am 33-years-old and live just outside of 
Greenville, S.C. I’m married to a nurse and we 
have a six-year-old who is showing strong signs 
of having a natural sales ability. As I am writ-
ing this, we are at Disney World (her idea) on 
spring break. I am not disappointed to say that 
I don’t think we are a Disney family though; 
tourist traps with a beach are probably more 
our speed. 

I started my career in sales at the age of 
21 and landed with Pinnacle Marketing at 
25. I have grown and learned quite a lot over 
those years, but as always, there is still a huge 
opportunity to continue to grow and learn. 

How long have you worked in the 
electronics industry?

February this year marked my eighth year 
in the electronics industry. 

What made you choose this industry as 
your current career path?

I didn’t seek out a career in the electronics 
industry. At the time when I joined Pinnacle, 
I was selling carbide cutting tools. I also had 
a brief stint, just over a year, in sales for a cus-
toms brokerage and freight forwarding com-
pany. Both companies were very large; they 
were good companies but had limited growth 
potential unless I wanted to move outside of 
Greenville, S.C., and at the time, that wasn’t 
in the cards for me. 

Toward the end of my carbide cutting 
tool sales gig, I was searching for other sales 
opportunities and I came across an interesting 
job posting. I can’t exactly recall what the 
posting said but it described a technical 

sales position in what sounded like a smaller 
company and could have leadership potential 
for the right candidate. It left me interested 
enough to seek out if I could be the right 
candidate. After a couple of calls, I met with 
Perry Thornton and Doyle Evans, where I 
had a chance to learn more about the role and 
convince them that I was the right person.

It’s been eight years and I’m very glad I 
met those great people, and we chose to work 
together. I really can’t see myself in a different 
industry or working with a different group of 
people than Perry and the others at Pinnacle.  

As a young professional, what are some 
of the main challenges you encountered 
as you embarked on your career journey?

My answer at 25 would have been a lot 
different than it is today. (I still consider 
myself young, by the way!) One of the biggest 
challenges I had at the beginning of my career 
with Pinnacle was being taken seriously by 
customer engineers, distributors and other 
people that I interacted with daily. I think this 
challenge was mostly self-imposed and came 
from an insecure place because I was out of 
my comfort zone. I think, for the most part, 
the reality is customers, distributors and other 
industry vets welcome dealing with a younger 
person who is an industry newcomer. Then it 
really boils down to doing what you say you 
are going to do. 

My current challenges would be the same 
ongoing challenges since the beginning: get-
ting in front of the right decision-makers at 
companies, knowing more about the products 
on my line card, being a valuable asset to my 
distributor partners, and managing time.

What steps have you taken to overcome 
these challenges and to ensure that  
you can establish and nurture a suc-
cessful career?

In regard to getting in front of customers 
and the right customers, I haven’t found a 
fool-proof method that works every time with 
everyone. There are many ways to approach 
different types of customers and practicing 
those a lot has helped me to be more 

(continued on page 32)
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Getting in front of the customer — practice 
makes most people perfect, or better

Cody Tangeman



CAROLINAS  
Carolinas ERA (CERA) continues its 

bi-monthly networking virtual breakfast 
meeting. Once again, the chapter is issuing 
three scholarships in 2021. CERA would 
like to extend a special thank you to the 
30 contributors to the Carolinas’ Virtual 
Memorial Golf Tournament hosted last 
quarter, which raised 68 percent of the 
previous year's donations. CERA announced 
the awarded scholarships during its annual 
DTAM meeting, which was held virtually on 
March 22. Two additional donations were 
made to the American Cancer and American 
Heart associations. The chapter also is 
thankful for the generous donations during 
a very challenging year, which will allow it to 
continue this very worthy cause.

CHICAGOLAND-WISCONSIN
Chicagoland-Wisconsin ERA is 

continuing its 2021 monthly virtual meeting 
series, “There’s No Such Thing as a No-
Sale Call.” The January event featured Jack 
Belford of Chicago Leadership Partners. The 
topic was “How to Plan for Success in 2021.” 

FLORIDA-SUNSHINE 
Florida-Sunshine ERA announced the 

addition of Kim Brookshire to its board. 
Brookshire is the Southeast Area Manager for 
Hughes-Peters. The chapter looks forward 
to her contributions as a Board Member of 
Distribution Services.

The chapter was pleased to host an 
industry golf event in the Tampa, Florida, 
market in March. Forty participants, 
including customers, suppliers, distributors 
and reps, were in attendance. This was the 
third installment of a quarterly golf event 
and the chapter’s first-ever event in Tampa. 

The chapter also announced its annual 
DTAM presentation, scheduled for May 18 

at 4 p.m. EDT. This annual event will be 
held both virtually and in person from Dub-
sdread Golf Club in Orlando, Florida. For 
those unable to attend in-person, there will 
be a simulcast available online. The chapter 
looks forward to seeing everyone at that time.

MICHIGAN
In March, the chapter hosted its own 

Water Cooler session. It was well attended 
with all reps providing input on issues related 
to the ever-evolving rep model, rep firm 
operational issue advice and best practices. 
The chapter plans to meet again virtually 
in six to eight weeks. These calls are key for 
the chapter as most members tend to touch 
the automotive industry and the somewhat 
unique issues that go along with supporting 
that particular segment.

MINNESOTA
The chapter has monthly BYOB (bring 

your own breakfast) virtual meetings planned 
through 2021. The March event topic was 
"Major Impacts, Changes and Adaptations in 
the Last Year", which featured guest speakers 
Craig Sanderson, VP Supplier Marketing and 
Product Management of Sager Electronics 
and Scott Lindberg, Vice President of Quell 
Corporation.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Northern California ERA announced 

the addition of three new chapter members: 
Linear Systems, Tim McCune – President 
and CEO; Power10 Sales, Ally Bocchieri 
– President; and SD Technology Group, 
Samuel Dahan – President and Tejesh 
Makanawala – Director of Engineering.

The chapter kicked off 2021 by 
supplying members with a well-constructed 
presentation by Ian Trevelyan, Taarcom 
on the topics of “Reps Value” and “Why 
Choose a Rep.” The chapter also sponsored 
25 seats for the annual “Joint Venture 
State of the Valley” event. The State of the 
Valley is an old-fashioned, townhall-style 
meeting, a tradition at least as old as our 
nation’s founding, when concerned citizens 
met on the village green to mobilize for the 
challenges ahead.

The chapter is busy planning additional 
events in 2021, one of which included an all-
chapter event in April featuring a presenta-
tion by ERA Consultant John Simari on new 
ways to prepare for a Quarterly Planning 
Session QPS vs. QBR. Additionally, virtual 
monthly meetings focusing on DTAM, panel 
discussions with engineers and purchasing, a 
presentation on the health of the local econ-
omy, and discussions of distribution in this 
new reality are all being planned.  

The chapter’s website is undergoing a 

CHAPTER  NEWS

Chapter News reports the local 
activities of the 22 chapters 
of ERA. The chapters sponsor 
educational and training 
workshops, local trade shows, 
legislative and industry projects 
to enhance the professionalism 
of individual members and to 
advance the goals and mission of 
the national association.
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Congratulations, ERA Chapters of the Year!

During the 2021 ERA Virtual Conference, held March 1-3, the Electronics 
Representatives Association (ERA) announced the chapters that have been selected 
as Chapters of the Year award recipients for their 2020 activities. This year, the 
awards are based on three categories: Education, Membership and Networking.

The award recipients were:
• Education: Carolinas ERA Chapter for its series of Networking Lunches.  
• Membership: Chicagoland-Wisconsin ERA Chapter for its email campaign 

initiative focusing on former ERA members to promote upcoming chapter 
events. 

• Networking: Arizona ERA Chapter for its Water Cooler event: Thriving in 
Today’s Economy. 

New this year, each award recipient will receive one conference attendee 
registration for the 2022 ERA Conference in Austin, Texas.
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facelift with the goal to have the site complet-
ed in late Q2.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Southern California (SoCal) ERA sus-

tains its commitment to the manufacturers’ 
representative model and its promotion. The 
chapter continues to provide education, net-
working opportunities and a commitment 
to professionalism.

This spring, the chapter has implemented 
a virtual breakfast meeting, BYOC (Bring 
Your Own Coffee), as a monthly networking 
event. Results have been exceptional. Many 
business topics are discussed, and the collec-
tive wisdom of the participants is shared.

SoCal ERA also has continued its monthly 
virtual educational meetings. This spring,  
the chapter has conducted two virtual meet-
ings; the first provided a rep agreements up-
date, new tax information and what’s new 
about 1099 contract workers; the second  
featured a presentation, “Marketing Your 
Agency on LinkedIn,” by Ted Robison,  

“Mr. Link-Me-In.”
In March many SoCal ERA members at-

tended the 2021 ERA Virtual Conference 
which were very valuable and informative.

The chapter will continue to host its 
monthly virtual breakfast and educational 
meetings. There are valuable topics planned 
to educate chapter members and the larger 
rep community.

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
The Spirit of St. Louis Chapter of ERA 

has been Zooming! In-person luncheons 
have been halted until further notice, but the 
chapter has had good attendance in its online 
meetings. The chapter has been getting attend-
ees from the Heart of America ERA Chapter 
covering Kansas and Nebraska. This chapter is 
seeing a resurgence with new rep firm owners 
taking interest. The Spirit of St. Louis Chap-
ter's Electronic Tabletop Show has been post-
poned again until Oct. 19, 2021, and it may 
be rescheduled to April 2022 as some custom-
ers are still not allowing outside contact. n

https://era.org/era-media-center/era-talks-podcast/


NEWS  BEAT

ERA ELECTS NEW 
OFFICERS FOR  

2021-2023 YEAR TERM  

ERA RELEASES  
NEW WHITE PAPER 

GLOBAL CHIP SHORTAGE 
EXPECTED TO LAST 

UNTIL 2023

EDS 2021  
REGISTRATION IS  

NOW OPEN

IOT CONNECTIONS TO 
REACH 23.6 BILLION  

BY 2026

WORLDWIDE IT 
SPENDING TO REACH 

$4.1 TRILLION IN 2021

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 
DROPS TO 6%  

IN MARCH 2020

ERA has announced that its board of directors elected new national officers for the 2021-2023 
term during its March 4, 2021, meeting. They are: chairman of the board – Chuck Tanzola, 
CPMR, of the Fusion Sourcing Group; president – John O’Brien, CPMR, of Coakley, Boyd and 
Abbett; senior vice president / fiscal and legal – Tom Griffin, CPMR, of Catalyst Unity Solutions; 
senior vice president / membership – David Fitzgerald of WESCO Sales Group Inc.; senior vice 
president / education – Ellen Coan, CPMR, of C C Electro Sales Inc.; senior vice president / 
industry – Cameron English, CPMR, of English Technical Sales Southwest; and senior vice presi-
dent at large – Kingsland Coombs, CPMR, CSP, of Control Sales Inc.

Coan and Coombs are new members of the association’s executive committee. Tanzola 
succeeds the outgoing chairman, Dave Norris of Norris and Associates, who concluded 
eight years as a national officer and served for nine years as the national vice president of the 
Components Group.

The continuing executive committee members are senior vice president / manufacturers – 
Ken Bellero of Schaffner EMC Inc.; senior vice president / distributors – Craig Sanderson of 
Sager Electronics; and ERA CEO Walter Tobin, who serves as an ex officio member.

ERA periodically develops, co-develops and publishes industry white papers and forms based 
on its own research and/or cooperative studies conducted with other organizations, for the benefit 
of its members and the electronics industry.

A new white paper, “Staying on Course – Tips for More Effective Manufacturer/Representative 
Quarterly Meetings,” by John Simari, Special Consultant to ERA, is now available on the ERA 
website. ERA members can view/download a PDF of the white paper at https://era.org/era-
publications/era-white-papers-industry-standards/ (member login information is required).

In April, top executives from several leading chipmakers warned that global chip shortages 
will likely drag on for the next couple of years. Global chip shortages fueled by the COVID-19 
pandemic supply chain crunch and the soaring demand for products such as laptops and mobile 
devices that can facilitate remote work have caused problems in a number of industries, but it’s 
automakers and medical equipment manufacturers that have been the most visibly affected. A 
number of vehicle manufacturing plants around the world are currently sitting idle for lack of 
enough chips, according to a recent SiliconANGLE Media Inc. report. 

ECIA, ERA and GEDA, the co-sponsors of the EDS Leadership Summit, announced that 
registration is now open for EDS 2021, which will be held at the Mirage Las Vegas, Monday, Aug. 
30 – Thursday, Sept. 2, 2021. For details about the upcoming event, visit edssummit.com.

Internet of things (IoT) connections are expected to reach 23.6 billion in the next five years, 
according to new data from ABI Research. However, security issues remain a challenge and looming 
security gaps offer a tremendous revenue potential for players in IoT security, the Electronics360 
reported. While IoT security revenue does not always correlate with the amount of IoT connections, 
some markets are expected to experience disproportional revenue.

Worldwide IT spending is projected to reach $4.1 trillion in 2021, an increase of 8.4 percent 
from 2020, according to the latest forecast by Gartner Inc. All IT spending segments are forecast 
to have positive growth through 2022. The highest growth is expected to come from devices (14 
percent) and enterprise software (10.8 percent) as organizations shift their focus to providing a more 
comfortable, innovative and productive environment for their workforce.

The unemployment rate edged down to 6 percent in March 2021, the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics reported. The rate dropped considerably from its recent high in April 2020 but is 2.5 
percentage points higher than before the pandemic in February 2020. For those with a bachelor’s 
degree and higher, the unemployment rate was 3.7 percent in March 2021, down from a high of 8.4 
percent in April 2020. For those without a high school diploma, the unemployment rate was 8.2 
percent in March 2021, down from a high of 21 percent in April 2020. This trend continued into 
April when initial unemployment claims totaled 547,000 for the week ending April 17, the lowest 
since the week of March 14, 2020, according to the U.S. Department of Labor.
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https://era.org/era-publications/era-white-papers-industry-standards/
https://edssummit.com/registration/registration-overview
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OBSERVAT IONS  &  REFLECT IONS

by Harry J. Abramson 
Founder (Retired)
Electronic Salesmasters Inc. 

Reps: the engines of change

Harry Abramson founded Electronic 
Salesmasters Inc. in 1972. He established 
industry notoriety by virtue of his firm’s 
peak performance, hundreds of articles 
and speaking appearances at ERA’s na-
tional conferences and chapter meetings 
and sister trade association MANA. He 
has an electrical engineering degree from 
Temple University and entered the elec-
tronics industry as an engineer at RCA in 
Camden, N.J. 

His ERA involvement includes serv-
ing as vice president of the Components 
Group and president of the Ohio Chap-
ter. Under his leadership, the chapter 
was awarded the National Chapter of 
the Year Award. Abramson recently was 
recognized with ERA’s prestigious Life 
Membership Award. 

You can reach Harry J. Abramson  
at 216-406-4119 or email him at 
hja725@yahoo.com.

We have been through a very traumatic 
year and upon reflection I can state that sales 
reps are truly resilient, tough, optimistic 
and caring. They love what they do and the 
clients they serve. Reps solve challenging 
problems with a keen acumen for the 
products and services they sell. Read on to 
garner the perspectives from an ERA veteran 
of many years.

Today’s observations
1. The greatest conference ever?: Kudos 

to the ERA staff, conference committee 
chairpeople, speakers, volunteers and 
especially our outstanding CEO and leader, 
Walter Tobin, for putting together a stellar 
virtual conference. There was a record number 
of attendees and sponsors! Does this imply 
that ERA is better than ever? Very possibly! 
Let’s just say that the times are different. Who 
would have guessed that something virtual 
would have so much intrinsic value? Many 
attendees have stated that the “takeaways” 
were golden.

2. Thrive or survive?: True to form, it looks 
like the best and the brightest are thriving in 
this challenging environment. That speaks 
volumes about our “interdependent reps’” 
adaptability and business smarts. 

3. Are reps COVID-strong?: No doubt, 
considering what they have been through. It’s 
hard to fathom the concept of virtual selling 
with tools like Zoom, Cisco WebEx, Google 
Meet, GoToMeeting, GoToWebinar, etc. 
replacing face-to-face sales presentations, but 
sharp salespeople have risen to the challenge.

4. Have catalog houses survived? Yes, and 
they obviously have a niche. They simply 
changed to meet market conditions. The 
D.A.M.N. team (Digi-Key, Allied, Mouser 
and Newark) are apparently here to stay 
because they’ve mastered the logistical art  
of “fulfillment.”

5. Is reshoring likely? I think so, but it will 
be a slow transition. It took years to outsource 
and offshore and it will take years to bring 
it back. Furthermore, there are many people 
who consider China to be an economic and 
military adversary for many reasons. Mexico 
is a viable alternative, but they do not have 

the mass production manufacturing sites, 
infrastructure and engineering knowhow. In 
summary, don’t anticipate a stampede back 
to the U.S. in the same manner that it left. 
China has not only impacted the electronics 
business, but the critical pharmaceutical 
industry to an even greater extent.

6. Rep/principal tenures: Are they more 
stable? I think so for one very good reason. 
There are far fewer rep firms today than 
there were in the past few decades. More 
importantly, the survivors are sophisticated 
“peak performers.”

7. The Zoom impact: Incredibly, the 
Zoom explosion was in perfect step with the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Zoom has changed 
the landscape of all interaction be it customer 
interface, sales meetings or educational 
seminars. Further benefits include:

• Greater attendance
• Savings on travel, entertainment and 

lodging
• Face-to-face dialogue 
• Record & save capability
• You can still read body language
• It’s easy and seamless
• More ERA members benefit
8. WFH (working from home): Congrats 

to the entire rep community and their 
principals who transitioned to conducting 
business from home. That also applies 
to the engineers and buyers within their 
account base. Most importantly, it is being 
accomplished in a seamless and transparent 
manner. This pandemic year has also 
demonstrated that support staffs can function 
just as well, if not better, from their home base 
as they can from a central office. So what are 
the other benefits if reps go virtual? Things 
like rent, liability insurance, maintenance and 
utilities can all be eliminated. Studies have 
proven that remote employees often put in 
more hours from home than in the traditional 
office environment. Why? There is no small 
talk/superfluous banter or long lunches.  

The following fact is critically important: 
Reps/salespeople are the engines of change and 
we drive the economy. We never stop selling! 
Our value will never diminish in good times 
or bad. We cherish our proud profession! 
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Someone You Should Know: Tim Kilfoil
(continued from page 11)  

RISING STARS: Cody Tangeman
(continued from page 27)  

whether it’s the owners, the key employees or the managers. Understanding what they do, what 
they see, what they think about the future is all very interesting to me. Sooner or later, we will all 
face some sort of obstacle or stumbling block. Getting to know these other companies and owners 
nearly always gives me some helpful perspective or reference I have not encountered or considered 
in the past. The wisdom is in the experience, of course. However, having a shared encounter from 
colleagues who are similar in so many respects to our business has helped us get over and through 
challenges we have faced from time to time. This, in fact, is another reason why ERA is so vital to 
the longevity of what we do as representatives.

Are you active on social media? Do you follow ERA? Have ERA updates via social 
media been helpful to you?

Yes, I use social media, but really only for purposes of work. I have never had interest in “social” 
social-media, only “business” social-media. I do have great interest in chasing our customers, 
however, and finding where it is that they gather, search for information, seek out experts and try 
to gain knowledge online. There is interesting information on where the younger engineers are 
going, and this is where we want to be. Consequently, I follow ERA and I enjoy the information, 
papers, and support that ERA has provided through LinkedIn, as well as through the ERA website.

What is one interesting fact that people may not know about you?
I skipped my college graduation in 1994 to fly to New York to pitch a proposal to the board of 

directors of John Wiley & Sons publishing on converting their traditional textbook publishing model 
over to desktop publishing on a Macintosh using Adobe Photoshop. They knew slightly less about 
digital publishing than I did — which worked out well for me. We left with a deal on Biology I and 
Earth Sciences. My first real win! (See question 4 above for how the story ends!) n
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Electronics Representatives 
Association

successful than the 25-year-old me. I don’t think practice makes most people perfect, but it’s 
certainly made me better. 

As for technical knowledge about the products I sell and also best industry practices, 
this is always a work-in-progress. I try to dedicate specific time to this weekly to continue 
learning and growing. 

If I told you that I have solved time management and overcame that challenge, then I would 
not be telling the full truth. Thankfully, some things have been brought to light by the COVID-
19 pandemic and I’ve become more familiar with everything through the technology that I’ve had 
access to all along. This has helped, yet time management is still a work-in-progress. 

What were some training tools that were beneficial to your professional growth?
I can’t name a specific training tool that has benefitted my professional growth; there are too 

many to name. I take advantage of most of the training tools that are offered to me. Some are 
more beneficial than others, but I feel like most reps and distributors have access to training 
tools and it would be silly to not take advantage of that. 

Do you think that there is enough new talent entering the electronics industry and 
what could make this field more attractive to future young professionals?

It has certainly improved in the past eight years. At my first EDS Summit, I was 26, and I 
didn’t really run into many young people there. At recent EDS shows, I think to myself that I 
must be getting older as it seems like there are many people in their mid-20s walking around. I 
am really hoping that EDS continues their plan to be in-person this year so I can meet some of 
the industry newcomers! 

Professionally, what keeps you up at night?
At the moment, I am concerned about global shortages and customers that have their 

lines shut down due to product shortages. 
On a deeper level, I always contemplate what the sales role will look like in 20 years, given 

all of the continued and accelerated growth in technology. n
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Advancing Technology, Quality 
and Supply Chain Since 1981

IN/KY/OH/MI

715 N. Senate Ave.  
Indianapolis, IN 46202

317-612-5000 
carol_cohen@ccrep.com

www.ccrep.com

“THE RESPONSIVE COMPANY”

Manufacturers’ Representative

89 Access Road, Suite 10, Norwood, MA - 781-762-8090

1650 Sycamore Avenue, Suite 9, Bohemia, NY - 631-567-3377

                           
New brand...
Same dedication  

to exceeding expectations!

CLASS IF IED  ADS

NEW WATER COOLER
EVERY OTHER TUESDAY

@ 4 PM  EDT 

NO NEED TO REGISTER

VISIT ERA.ORG FOR DETAILS

https://era.org/era-events/era-water-cooler-teleconference-series/
http://www.ccrep.com/web.nsf/vwContent/Home
https://macinnis-group.com/
https://latinrep.net/
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317-578-0474
www.dytecnci.com

Dytec-NCI has decades of experience
providing professional technical electronics

sales representation in the Midwest
(IL, IN, WI, OH, MI, IA, WPA, MN, KY) region.

• Are you a technical salesperson looking for a new 
challenge? We currently have openings for outside 

Sales Engineers in our WI and IL markets.

• Are you looking to merge or sell your rep firm?

• Are you a manufacturer looking for sales
representation? If you answered

 

YES to any of these questions, 

Please contact Dan Connors at 317-919-0000

or email dconnors@dytecnci.com 
to discuss further.

~ Over 40 Years of Integrity, Determination and Results ~

    
 

REPS AVAILABLE

http://www.dytecnci.com/
https://www.blaireng.com/


power.sager.com • 1.866.588.1750 • power@sager.com

VOXPOWER

MEAN WELL

CINCON

QUESTIONING
your power supply?

Sager Power Systems offers over 30,000 world-class AC-DC and DC-DC  
standard solutions, the widest range of modular power supplies available  
in North America and custom design services. 

As an authorized distributor of 21 world-class power supply manufacturers,  
a team of dedicated power sales engineers and a 20,500 SF value-add  
Power Solutions Center, we’re here to help.

PERFECTING POWER

ad-layout7x9-2019.indd   1 3/22/19   11:17 AM

https://www.sager.com/


Electronics Representatives Association
1325 S. Arlington Heights Road, Suite 204 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

VIRTUAL

2021

CONFERENCE

Thank You!

KEYNOTE SPONSOR ENTERPRISE SPONSORS

BENEFACTORS

ERA recognizes these generous sponsors for their support
of our 2021 Conference. Thank you!

PATRON SPONSOR

PROGRAM SPONSORS

https://era.org/era-events/era-conference-sponsors/



